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1. A unit that arrived on the battlefield this turn cannot make use of the Mount up stratagem to embark upon a 
transport.

2. A tank with the Vaunted Praetorian tank ace can give orders to itself.
3. When combining the Steel Commissar and Lead by Example rules, Officio Prefectus orders cannot be issued to a 

Tank Commander.
4. Regimental Attachés can be revived by the Battlefield Surgery stratagem. If a Bodyguard is revived in such a way 

you must continue to allocate wouds to any model in the unit that has already been wounded before you may 
allocate them to the Bodyguard again.

5. Karskin or Veteran Commandeers cannot take Born Soldiers. If the army Regimental Doctrine is Trophy Hunter, 
they can take another doctrine.

6. Ablative plating activates Armoured tracks for attacks with a damage characteristic of 2. 
7. Orbital interference cannot be used on a repositioned unit. 
8. The CP gained by Leontus if you do not choose to switch secondary is a battleforged CP and you can still gain 

another CP this round.
9. When you put a cyclops in a Banehammer and it uses its Demolition Vechicle ability, it can hit all units within 6" of 

the hull of the Banehammer and also the Banehammer itself. This ability also cannot be used if the Banehammer 
is in engagement range of an enemy unit as the cyclops does not have the pistol weapon type.

10.  Change the first bullet point of the Inflexible Command secondary to say "Score 2VP if every Platoon Infantry 
unit from your army that is on the battlefield is within 6" of a friendly Officer unit." and the second bullet point 
to say "Score 1 victory point if every Squadron unit from your army that is on the battlefield is within 12" of a 
friendly Officer unit."
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